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INTRODUCTION 

Human development during last decades imposed the apparition and evolution 

to some new branches and currents in geography that were to observe the 

“new geographical order” determined by this situation. 

The problems approached take into account the fact that at date the form of 

administrative-territorial organization corresponds little to the needs and the 

possibilities of development necessary to the communities in the studied area.  

The work follows the pass from the finding out geography to explicative 

geography having as final aim projective geography where from operational-

applicative geography can be reached. In this respect the studied work stands 

under two major coordinates stipulated by normative geography and operational 

geography: 

- the coordinate of territorial reality that indicates a vector of movement, 

change from the state of the geographical system on one moment to the 

moments of the next term (short, medium, long). The history of the places is in 

fact geography in movement; 

- the coordinate of human control, of the society on territorial systems. 

Politics and strategies of development have in their statute as desiderate the 

installation of a geo-spatial order so as the inherited geographical thesaurus is 

to be continuously perfected and the future generation is to be offered an intact 

thesaurus not altered in material and aesthetics but on the contrary enriched 

and with valences for increasing and improvement. 

A question may be formulated: What can be in such a study acutely 

necessary but the identification of the substance, energy, information that feed 
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the flows of continuous transformations with the doorsteps, crossings and 

directions followed by the different territorial systems? 

There are numerous operating formulas regarding the path to follow 

within the process of transformations reclaimed by the strategy of development. 

That we have in attention regarding geo-spaces of local or regional rank has as 

support the analysis and design on Territorial Units of Planning and 

Development. This is not just a conception only but in fund it is an instrumental 

way applied on territory that belongs to operational geography, respectively to 

applied geography, the geography of scientific pragmatism. In such a context of 

paradigmatic changing I wanted to inscribe my scientific research. The reason 

for choosing the topic is so explained by the need to participate in the process 

of renewal in geography. On the other side the concrete chosen territory 

belongs to the fact that partially I knew the region since the scientific 

applications as student. I also was persuaded that the geo-space Plateau Boiu 

Mare –Breaza Pick offers the chance of a possible demonstration of operation 

on Units of Planning and Development so of geographic design. Unfortunately 

during the time of my student training I had no chance of auditing some 

disciplines of projective geography. Those learnt regarding the territorial 

planning were of a real use for me and also an impulse towards operational 

geography. 

The collaboration with specialists in urbanism field as well as inspirations 

taken from legislation regarding the territorial development enhanced the idea 

of such a topic.  

Consequently to the demarches made one can say that this type of 

geographic investigation leads to scientific imperatives and decisional 

elements. As consequence the elaboration of such a study required in a first 

part (chapter 1) to present the scientific and theoretical meaning of the 

paradigm “territorial units of planning and development”, something new in 

present geographical research. After this capitol with role of getting familiar to 

the chosen theme follows the second chapter “Researched territorial space” 

that characterizes the territorial unit of Plateau Boiu Mare – Breaza Pick, both 

from a physical-geographical and social-economic point of view. Only after that 
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it was possible to realize the third part of the work (chapter 2) consisting in 

pointing out the “Main directions of development” of the researched area, 

representing the essence of this study. The final part of the work (chapter 4) 

targets “Territorial differentiations of geo-spatial entities and the design of future 

development concretized in the proposal of some territorial units of planning 

and development, hierarchically disposed on the whole territory of Plateau 

Boiu-Mare – Breaza Pick. All elements presented are found in the content of 

the work and they are detailed in the pages of the text. 

CONTENT OF THE WORK 

I TERRITORIAL UNITS OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

I.1 Units of design – content, meaning 

In present the territory may be divided on different units that form a 

natural, objective development and on territorial units thought, designed in 

virtue of a purpose. These become territorial units of design – planned 

development or territorial units of planning and development. They are 

conceived by the specialized person (geographer, economist, architect, 

engineer, urbanist etc.). 

The purpose of laying out these territorial units is that of economical, 

territorial revigoration in order to determine a superior level of development. By 

developing the territorial units of design – planned development it is done the 

correlation between the existing geographic reality and social command under 

the ratio of efficient putting in value of a territory. 

By definition, the territorial unit of design – planned development is a unit 

of development and arrangement in virtue of some exploitation purposes. In 

other words the territorial unit of design – planned development is a referential 

unit (of reporting) where, based on the existing situation of the new vitalization 

trials, it is scheduled a new economical, social dimension, etc.  

Viewed in the complexity of their components, these units present own 

compositions through which they are differentiated for the surrounding ones. 

Territorial units of design – planned development may be identified not by size 

but by function. The function comes from: localization (geographical position) 
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mathematics (latitude and longitude) and morphologic (hill, plateau, mountain); 

the way of putting in value the territory (tree culture, vine culture, exploitation of 

construction materials); degree of social-economic development (traditional 

economic may constitute a favor or a brake in the development of a territory). 

The pivot of a territorial unit of design – planned developments is constituted 

by: a settlement, a spring, a deposit, a monastery, a cross roads etc. In other 

words, the territorial unit may gravitate around any of the above-mentioned 

examples. 

I.2. Paths taken in the “discovery”, characterization and design of territorial 

units of planning and development, observe certain:  

--    General principles that may be used are: the genetic, coordination, 

causality, regionalism, territorial development, of integration principle etc. ; 

- The methods used may be: of synthesis, administrative-territorial 

organization, cartographic, chromatic etc.; 

- The techniques within the methods followed are: swot analysis, GIS 

technique etc. ; 

- The procedures afferent to the used methods are: geographic 

description, geographic enquiry, statistic evidence, superposing of maps 

etc.; 

- Means used: specialty language, graphic and cartographic 

representations etc. 

II RESEARCHED TERRITORIAL SPACE 

In order to identify and characterize the future territorial units of planning 

and development it has been realized a complex geographic characterization of 

the region. In this respect this chapter is structured on two major floors: 

        - in a first stage the “basic” region has been characterized from a 

physical-geographic point of view, outlining one by one the essential 

characteristics of the Plateau Boiu Mare – Breaza Pick; 
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       - the second part of the chapter presents the social-economic 

realities but only at the level of the unit Plateau Boiu Mare – Breaza Peak 

following those defining elements that give essence and content to the future 

territorial units of planning and development. 

II.1. The analyzed geographic region and its special context 

The referred space is located in north-west of the country and partially belongs 

to the Plateau Someşan (Plateau Boiu Mare), while Breaza Peak was not 

integrated to it but to Subcarpaţii Lăpuşului. The whole studied territory is 

situated on north of Someşul Mare and the Corridor of Someş. 

In establishing the limits of the region of Plateau Boiu Mare – Breaza 

Peak there were taken into account the controversies existing in the literature of 

specialty. Following the aspect of the water network, orientation of peaks, 

fractures of tectonic nature the following limits were proposed: 

   -  in north, the Corridor of Lăpuş and the Depression of Lăpuş; 

   - in west the little fault depression formed by the contact bassinets with 

Prisnel Hill, the massif Dealul Mare-Prisaca; 

   - in east the limit is given by Valea Mare  (affluent of Someşul Mare) up 

to the locality Ciceu-Giurgeşti;  

   - in south the limit follows the imaginary line that unites the localities 

Ciceu-Giurgeşti – Dumbrăveni – Chiuieşti - Goştila and Poiana Blenchii (area 

situated at south of Breaza Peak), following Valea Poienii to its confluence with 

Someş, and then its corridor to Turbuţa, as it can be seen in the nearby figure. 

(Fig.1) 

II.2. Factorial components within the studied territorial system 

The present configuration of the territory is imposed by the paleo-

geographic progress started in Superior Cretaceous when happened the 

uneven sank of the crystalline basement of the Basin of Transylvania, due to 

cutting in faults in blocks. In Eocene and Oligocene succeed marine 

transgression and regressions (formation of Eocene chalkstones, 
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representative rocks of this region). At the end of the cycles of marine 

sedimentation takes place the complete emergence of the surface, retiring of 

waters on the surface and the interruption of the link between Panonic and 

Transylvania lakes. In order to explain the present relief the best argument is 

the advance in Pliocene of Someş by erosion through north to Panonic Lake 

that constituted basic level for the rivers in the area. 

Geologically, sedimentary rocks are remarked: Eocene chalkstones 

specific to the Plateau Boiu Mare (chalkstone of Cozla and of Cuciulat); “layers 

of Hida” of Miocene age present in Breaza Peak. 

From the point of view of the relief the area is divided in two distinct 

units:  

    - the Plateau  Boiu Mare a morph-structural unit with character of 

suspended plate, between the corridor of Someş at South and the Corridor of 

Lăpuş at North, whose orogenesis fundament was skipped epiro-genetically 

(Fig. 2); has a mean altitude of 400-500 m; it is remarked by the presence of 

the richest carst relief in the country (“Cheile Babei”, lands of throats, lapisis, 

caves etc.); structural testifiers are frequent as expression of the structural 

monocline and tabular relief; (Fig. 3) 

    - Breaza peak is a suspended synclinal, longed on the direction west-

east (25-30 km) with altitudes over 900 m (Top Breaza 974,2 m); it penetrates 

in the space of the Plateau Boiu Mare by the elevation Vima (777 m) (Fig. 4); is 

hardly accessible being crossed by two anticlines (Coroieni – 428 m and 

Curmătura Popii – 632 m); it is bordered to south by a “coronal” of depression 

bassinets where localities were settled: Măgoaja, Strâmbu, Huta, Breaza etc. 

The two territorial units are floored on three steps of relief: of valley (meadows 

and terraces); of 300-400 m (level of erosion); the step of plates and crests 

(Fig. 5). These steps of relief are favorable for inhabiting, arranging ways of 

communication and for human activities. 
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Fig. 1 Situation of Plateau – Breaza Peak, reported to the neighboring relief 

units 
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Fig. 2. Plateau Boiu Mare 

Fig. 3. Cheile Babei 

 

Fig. 4. Vima Hill seen from the Plate Boiu Mare 
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Fig. 5. Geo-morphologic map 
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Legend 

1. Surface of leveling 

2. Structural crest 

3. Chalkstone plateau 

4. Eruptive formations 

5. Cuest 

6. Erosion-structure testifiers 

7. Sharpen interfluvium  

8. Rounded interfluvium 

9. Anticline 

10. Lapis 

11. Throats 

12. Keys 

13. Stone falls 

14. Lapping  

15. Glacis 

16. Ground slide (superficial active) 

17. Drips 

18. Ravening 

19. Creeks 

20. Bassinet of differential erosion 

21. Complex of present geo-morphologic processes 

22. Terrace 

23. Meadow 

24. Waters 

25. Carrier 

26. Limit of major geo-spatial unit 

27. Limit of Plateau Boiu Mare – Breaza Peak 

28. Human settlements 

The mathematic definition of the relief is done through the following 

characteristics: 

The depth of fragmentation that has minimum values between 1-30 m in the 

corridor of Someş and maximum between 330-360 m in the area of Breaza 
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Peak (Fig. 6); The density of fragmentation is maxim in north of Breaza Peak 

(4.0 m/sq km) and minimum at the level of Plateau Boiu Mare (Fig. 7); Declivity 

is over 30º in north of Breaza Peak and it has small values between 2,1º- 5º in 

the Plateau Boiu Mare (Fig.8). 

From the climatic point of view, the analyzed geographic unit belong to 

the temperate climate, specific to the hills of medium height, with warm 

summers and winters relatively gentle: TMA 6º- 9ºC,  annual mean 

precipitations of 600 - 800 mm/an; predominant direction of winds is western; 

topo-climates are remarkable. 

Hydrographically, the waters belong to the hydrographic basin of Someş, 

a part of the rivers being tributary directly to this and the other flowing waters of 

the region are the affluent of Lăpuş and Someşul Mare;  

The leaking regime is remarked by an annual maximum in the month of 

March and a minimum in the month of September; 

The most important water flows are: Someş, Lăpuş, Poiana, Ileanda, 

Valea Mare, Sălătruc, Boiu, Purcăreţ and Prislop; (Fig.9) 

- Depending on the configuration of the hydrographic network and 

on the existence of fractures of tectonic nature, at the level of the “basic” region 

a new compartmenting was proposed: To north, Breaza Peak, on west-east 

direction; 

- In south of Breaza Peak four longitudinal compartments may be 

separated (north –south), parallel: between Ilişua Valley and Valea Mare; 

between Valea Mare and Valley of Sălătruc; between the Valley of  Sălătruc 

and Valea Poienii; between Valea Poienii and Ileanda Valley. 

- At the level of the Plateau Boiu Mare there are laid out other two 

sectors with the direction east-west: between Ileanda Valley and the Valley of 

Purcăreţ ; between the Valley of Purcăreţ and the locality Turbuţa; 

Concerning the vegetation the pastures are predominant, grass lands 

and the forests of lamellar having a distribution in the territory sort of well 

proportioned.  
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Fig.6. Map of depth of fragmentation 
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Fig.7. Map of density of fragmentation 
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Fig. 8. Map of slopes 
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Fig. 9. Hydrographic network 
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Concerning the soils the greatest ponderosity have the soils in the class 

of Luvisoils (with reduced fertility, able for pastures and hays), followed by the 

those within the class of Cambisoils (having also the same type of fertility, 

being covered especially by hays; in the Corridor of Someş predominate the 

alluvial soils (alluvisoils, good for agricultural cultures and secondary  

Through he human component there are revealed the same characters 

of relative conservation of a specific environment. The total population is of 

24304 inhabitants, which from 11929 men (2002). It is noticed a slight 

predomination of woman population: The majority is Romanian population 

(95.87%), followed by Gypsies (3.77%). It is a predominantly rural area; having 

in it three villages with statute of “districts” of the town Târgu Lăpuş. 

Human settlements are defined by a pregnant identity and insulation, 

fact that represents an inheritance of some old social-economical states. In the 

studied area there are 12 communes rounded off to the counties: Maramureş 

(four communes and three villages belonging to the town Târgu Lăpuş), Sălaj 

(five communes), Bistriţa – Năsăud (two communes) and Cluj (a commune), 

having 64 settlements. The density of the settlements is of 8.40 localities/100 

km², and the coefficient of area is of 11.91 km²/locality. After the demographic 

size the small villages predominate (35 - having between 100 and 500 

inhabitants) and very small (13 - under 100 inhabitants). After the structure of 

hearths there are spread villages, agglutinated and very spread villages 

(hamlet). After the economic functions: agrarian villages with the afferent sub-

types and agrarian villages with little industrial units (Băbeni – textile industry, 

Boiu Mare – processing of milk). From altitude point of view the majority of the 

villages are between 300 and 500 m. A classification can be made by the 

geographic position within the units of relief: villages of plateau, in depression 

bassinets, in the Corridor of Someş and along the valleys. 

Underground resources are weakly represented. The most significant 

are: chalkstone, river aggregates, alabaster and argyle, mineral springs. The 

soil resources are represented by large areas of lamellar forests (a mean of 

1900 ha /commune), agricultural terrain (arable, meadows and hays), these 

representing 63.47% of the total of the surface of the studied territorial unit 
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(76231 ha). Although it disposes of few resources the human factor managed 

to put them in value so as they bring benefits to the local economy. 

The economy is of pastoral type – agrarian, where the other branches 

are weakly developed and represented. The economic exploitation followed the 

traditional way. 

The agriculture is the main economic branch of the area; it has 

subsistence character; it is based on unqualified labor force and it is practiced 

on small surfaces (disparate parcels); there are few agricultural farms; it suffers 

of a chronically under financing; inhabitants‟ mentality obstructed the foundation 

of agricultural associations; the main branch is animal breeding. 

The industry is based on the exploit and processing of chalkstone, river 

aggregates, raw agrarian materials and wood. On the entire territory of the 

studied unit there are spread traditional craft workshops. The tourism is weakly 

developed although it disposes of a great natural and anthrop potential. 

Services are in an incipient degree of development. 

 

III MAIN DIRECTIONS OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE TERRITORIAL 

UNIT 

III.1 Premises of a geo-habitation orientation 

In this first part it was pursued the discovery of some new ways and 

models that local communities should follow in order to give another face to the 

economy of the area. In the harmonious development of the region it should be 

taken into account its realities: preponderant agrarian economy of autarchic 

type, the lack of the circulation infrastructure, reduced natural resources, the 

existence of some new sources of alternative energy, the revitalization of the 

sectors of small industry from the past and the increase of the weight of 

services within the economy. For the agricultural sector the proposals are: 

creation of some centers of consultancy, qualification of the population in 

different agrarian specialties, attraction of specialists, change of destination of 

terrains, practice of an ecologic agriculture, foundation of greenhouse and 
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solariums (in the Corridor of Someş), creation of some brands specific to the 

area. 

The industry holds a little ponderous in the local economy (only 5% from 

the occupied population is integrated in this sector). The main industrial 

activities are based on the exploitation of the resources. From the analysis 

made were pointed out some strategies for the development of this economic 

branch: creation of stations for making concretes, micro-enterprises of making 

concrete bricks, development of some little factories of furniture and of 

processing wood, the foundation of micro-units that are to process animal and 

vegetal production (factories of processing milk, meat, fruits from forest, etc.). 

The revigoration of traditional activities (non-agrarian): carpentry, tailoring, 

processing stone, wickers, cove. The putting in value of the resources of 

alternative energy: wind energy on Plateau Boiu Mare and in the area of the 

Corridor of Someş; solar energy by means of the program “Green House” in the 

plateau area; briquetting the biomass (briquetting the wood flour). 

Services are in full development and extension: they are 100% private, 

with qualified labor force from the area; in this sector it is very good the small 

initiative; there are already formed polarizing circles that may compared from 

the point of view of the development of the services with little urban centers 

(Ileanda and Gâlgău). 

The tourism is characterized by e reduced number of tourist units, by the 

lack of some programs to support this activity and by the precarious state of the 

basic infrastructure.  

The steps to be taken in developing this sector are: promotion of 

ecologic tourism, of agro-tourism, spa tourism, transit tourism and tourism for 

hunting, etc.  

III.2 Diversification of the use of the existing terrains 

In this sub-chapter were highlighted some ways for a better putting in 

value of the terrains. In this respect it has been focused on the introduction in 

the economic circuit of unproductive surfaces (cleared surfaces, degraded 
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terrains etc), fact that contributes to the increase of the economic productivity of 

the area. 

III. 3 Development of the tourism 

The strategies for developing the tourism were followed up. In this 

respect there were identified the following ways through which a rapid way to 

rapidly make efficient this economic sector as it follows: 

 -   attraction of European funds to refurbish historical and architectural 

monuments or for creating agrarian-tourist pensions; 

- development by major investments of the basic infrastructure; 

- promotion by the local authorities of the cultural values and 

popular traditions; 

- actions to “arrange as in cosmetics” the localities; 

- creation of a “tele-center” in each commune for accessing and 

communicating the information; 

- qualification of the persons that want to initiate or to develop 

tourist activities. 

III.4 Rehabilitation of the traditional territorial space 

The main risks and hazards, natural and anthropic, were identified also 

specifying the measures that must be taken to stop or limit them. The priorities 

in the rehabilitation of the rural space are: 

- Introduction in all localities in the area of the natural gas network, 

of water adductions and sewage network; 

- Concreting the county roads and putting stone on communal 

roads and streets in the localities respectively; 

- Execution of hydro-technical works on the water flows with 

potential for flooding; 
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- Extension of the program “lands in lease” through which the state 

pays to the land owner a fix annual rent; 

- Building of bridges and little bridges, walk alleys, parks and play 

places for children; 

- Rehabilitation of schools and sanitary institutions. 

III. 5 Opportunities of business 

In the end of this chapter we made an analysis of business opportunities 

in Plateau Boiu Mare – Breaza Peak. In this respect utilities and services were 

appreciated with balls: white – sufficient, blue – in realization, black – minimum 

and for the economy we granted stars that correspond to the opportunities for 

business (three stars – maximum; one star – minimum). The purpose was to 

find the perspectives of a new way to put in value the geographic potentials. 

No.  Commune Utility/service Industry Agriculture Tourism 

1 Coroieni ● * *** * 

2 Letca ● ** ** ** 

3 Băbeni ● ** ** ** 

4 Valea Chioarului ● ** ** *** 

5 Ileanda ● ** *** *** 

6 Gâlgău ● ** *** ** 

7 Poiana Blenchii ● * ** * 

8 Boiu Mare ○ ** ** ** 

9 Ciceu-Giugeşti ● * ** * 

10 Negrileşti ● * ** * 

11 Vima Mică ● * ** *** 

12 Chiuieşti ● * ** ** 
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13 Boiereni, Fântânele 

Rohia 

● * ** *** 

14 Pod. Boiu Mare-

Culmea Breaza 

● * ** ** 

Fig. 10. Business opportunities for the communes in Plateau Boiu Mare – Breaza Peak 

 

IV. TERRITORIAL DIFFERENTIATIONS OF GEO-SPATIAL ENTITIES 

ANT DESIGN OF THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

IV.1 Present territorial configuration (of organizing the space) 

The Plateau Boiu Mare – Breaza peak is a territorial assembly both from a 

natural support point of view and as regarded from the perspective of the 

economical and social-cultural component. 

The complexity and variety is given by the great surface of this unit of over 760 

km², surface that has an irregular shape as outline. 

On its all space we find a succession of forms of relief from those represented 

by meadows and terraces up to high peaks with mountain aspect from the area 

of Breaza Peak. 

On date the studied territorial unit may be evaluated from the perspective of 

several criteria: 

1. Distribution of natural resources: 

- Territorial unit of great chalkstone exploitation; 

- Territorial unit of exploitation of river aggregates from the Corridor of 

Someş; 

- Territorial unit centered around the deposits of mineral waters from 

Bizuşa - Băi; 

- Territorial unit around the exploitation of betonite bricks; 

2. Distribution of forest fund: 
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- Forrest unit of Breaza Peak; 

- Forest unit of Vima Hill; 

- Forrest space on north of Plateau Boiu Mare; 

- Area of forests in Lunca Someşului; 

3. Distribution and structure of agrarian space 

4. Criterion of human habitat: 

5. Space of infrastructure: 

- The unit developed along the European road E 58; 

- Unit developed along the road Gâlgău -Târgu Lăpuş; 

- Units axed on access road to the border part; 

6. Main forms of relief: 

- Area Breaza Peak; 

- Area Plateau Boiu Mare; 

- Area of the contact strips (between Plateau Boiu Mare and the Corridor 

of Someş; between Breaza Peak and Sălătrucului Hills); 

- Area of the localities on the terraces within the Corridor of Someş; 

7. Altitude: 

- Units located on peak level; 

- Units located on plateau level; 

- Units located at the level of Corridor of Someş or of corridors of valleys; 

8. Administrative-territorial point of view: 

- Cluj County: Commune Chiuieşti (seven villages); 
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- Bistriţa-Năsăud County: communes Ciceu-Giurgeşti (two villages) and 

Negrileşti (three villages) 

- Sălaj County: Communes Băbeni (four villages), Gâlgău (four villages), 

Ileanda (ten villages), Poiana Blenchii (three villages) and Letca (nine 

villages); 

- Maramureş County: communes Boiu Mare (four villages), Coroieni (four 

villages), Vima Mică (five villages) and Valea Chioarului (five villages); 

To the town Târgu Lăpuş belong the villages: Boiereni, Fântânele and 

Rohia (Fig. 11) 

IV. 2 Possible territorial units of planning and development 

After the detailed analysis of the natural, social and economic 

components of the unit Plateau Boiu Mare- Breaza Peak and taking into 

account the units of managing the territory (administratively) a new imagistic 

can be conceived to reflect the realities of the area. 

 

Within this orientation appear aspects that are based on the three 

components of the human habitat, corroborated with the conditions of the 

natural frame. In this chapter we will try to realize a new vision on the way of 

managing, developing and making a hierarchy of the studied region.  

Starting from the area Plateau Boiu Mare – Breaza Peak there were 

identified two main units having different physical-geographical characteristics, 

well individualized. Within these there are highlighted also social-economical 

differences. The two territorial areas are represented: by the territorial unit of 

planning of Plateau Boiu Mare and the territorial unit of planning of Breaza 

Peak. 

Territorial unit of Plateau Boiu Mare – unit that occupies the central-

western part of the region Boiu Mare – Breaza Peak. This is formed by: 
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Fig. 11. Map of administrative units in Plateau Boiu Mare – Breaza Peak 
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Fig. 12. Map of territorial units of planning and development revealed based on the 

research (the cartographic representation has as fund elements the colors; details 

hachured) 
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1. Subunit of micro-depressions of contact that has in it: 

- The micro-unit of depressions of contact with center of attraction 

Valea Chioarului; 

- The micro-unit of the area of contact between Plateau Boiu Mare 

and the Corridor of Someş with nucleation centers Băbeni and Letca; 

- The micro-unit Mesteacăn with center of convergence the village 

Mesteacăn; 

2. The subunit of plateau Boiu Mare with: 

- The micro-unit Boiu Mare having nucleation center Boiu Mare; 

- The micro-unit Bizuşa Băi (Spa) with attraction center Bizuşa - 

Băi; 

3. Subunit of the elevation Vima with:  

- The micro-unit Vima with attraction center Vima Mică; 

- The micro-unit Cheile Babei with attraction center Poiana Blenchii; 

- The micro-unit Gâlgău-Ileanda with the homonymous center of 

nucleation; ( Fig.12) 

The territorial unit of Breaza peak is located in the east of the territorial unit, 

being limited at north by Valea Lăpuşului, in west by Valea Poienii, in east by 

Valea Mare, and in south by an imaginary line that unifies the localities: Poiana 

Blenchii, Chiuieşti, Dumbrăveni, and Ciceu-Giurgeşti. This is formed by: 

1. Western subunit with the micro-unit Coroieni, having center of 

nucleation the locality Coroieni; 

2. Eastern subunit, divided as follows: 

- Micro-unit Rohia with attraction centers Rohia and Breaza; 

- Micro-unit Sălătruc – Ciceu divided in two micro-subunits: 

- a. Micro-subunit Valea Sălătrucului with convergence center 

Chiuieşti; 

- b. Micro-subunit Valea Mare with attraction center at Ciceu-

Giurgeşti. 

Another criterion that may be used in establishing some units of 

territorial planning within the region Boiu Mare – Breaza Peak, should take into 

account the distribution of water sources, of their quality, of the real possibilities 
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offered by this natural resource in their harmonious development. Using this 

criterion, of water, the following units of territorial planning may be established: 

1. Planning units that have great water deficit; 

2. Planning units in which predominate sources of carst nature; 

3. Planning unit where appear the discharges of water in marginal 

depression units forming defection cones: 

a. Planning unit Valea Someşului; 

b. Unit form in the marginal area of Breaza Peak; 

For developing these planning units “of water” it has to be taken into account 

the following main directions: 

-assuring the necessary of water for the localities with reduced water 

regime; 

-works of hydro-technical arrangements on all water flows; 

-capture of water flows or in deficit areas execution of drillings in order to 

find out some water depots; 

-keeping the qualities of waters and reduction of their pollution. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Fixing some territorial planning units axed on natural, human and 

economically objective realities, could assure a re-launch of those local 

communities. It has to be taken into account that this can be done only in 

accordance with present requirements, with the desires of the members of the 

communities and with the possibilities they have. All these facts can be done 

only in a perfect harmony with valid legislation, with general directions offered 

by Romanian state. In essence, any territorial planning unit (conceived in any 

way) may achieve a durable development only if it takes into account the 

following main directions: 
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1. integration and harmonization of development strategies 

with the needs, desires and wills of the component communities; 

2. development and improvement of the rural infrastructure; 

3. development and diversification of economic activities 

(especially the tourism); 

4. development of human resources, increase of the degree 

of occupation of labor force and combat of the social exclusion; 

5. development of a local marketing for the promotion of the 

community; 

6. development of the agriculture and attraction of investors in 

agrarian exploitation. 

 

One of the great directions of development based on the evaluation of 

the present state would be not to abandon the agrarian - pastoral character but 

the substitution with new components regarding the pomiculture, apiculture and 

mainly the tourist putting in value of the region on four directions: rural tourism, 

recreational tourism – spa, transit tourism and tourism for hunting. 

Units of Planning and Development within Plateau Boiu Mare – Breaza 

Peak, enounced in the work start from existing states and prefigure other 

chances to improve the quality of life in its assembly and to make essential the 

specific offers. 
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